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DMU with having an Ambitious Research Strategy, impacting the society makes a 

real difference to people’s lives. Such strategy leads to improvements in health 

and well-being, infrastructure, creativity, economic growth, business and civil 

society. As the UN designated Global Hub for SDG 16, it has a commitment to 

address the UN SDGs in its Research, Teaching and Enterprise activities.  

We have academic collaboration with DMU and in the process of knowledge 

exchange; this address of Prof Jaspal was aimed at engaging faculty members of 

both Universities in joint research activities for furtherance of knowledge leading 

to publication of the study findings in top indexed Journals across the globe.  

DMU’s Doctoral College spans across the University with 700 PhD Scholars, out of 

which 40% are International students. The policy of Joint Supervision, Passion for 

Students Research and Existing Faculty Members undertaking PhD impacted us 

the lot and our Academic Fraternity interacted with Prof Jaspal on these issues; 

the outcome emerged as follows: 

 Post Doctoral Program may be taken up by our Faculty Members at DMU 

 Interested Faculty Members may take up their PhD Program at DMU if the 
latter facilitate strategically this initiative  

 Also our Faculty Members having PhD may act as Research  Guides for the 

Research Scholars of DMU 

It was agreed upon to go ahead with necessary agreements between the two 

Universities to see that the above targeted objectives do materialize into the 

reality. Sambhram Group Chairman Mr  V Nagaraj lauded the support given by 

DMU towards Research Collaboration and urged the Professors to sincerely 



extend such kind of teaching embedded with research and innovation skill so that 

passion about students involvement in research can be attained. He also desired 

that lot more should be done between two Universities towards exchange 

programs of faculty and students. Prof Jaspal was felicitated by Mr Nagaraj by 

handing over the memento the Ashoka Pillar, National Symbol of India; vote of 

thanks extended by Prof K C Mishra. 







 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 


